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A big picture



A smaller picture



Inside an Encoder



Zooming in on an Encoder



Idea behind Self-Attention

Consider an input sentence:

The animal didn't cross the street because it was too tired

What does “it” in this sentence refer to? The animal, the cross or the
street?



Self-Attention as finding relevant words

Try it yourself

https://colab.research.google.com/github/tensorflow/tensor2tensor/blob/master/tensor2tensor/notebooks/hello_t2t.ipynb#scrollTo=OJKU36QAfqOC


Calculating Self-Attention
Step 1: From an input vectors, create Query vector, Key vector and Value vector



Calculating Self-Attention

Step 2: Compute the scores of each word by taking dot-product of its query and
the keys of the all words



Calculating Self-Attention
Step 3: Divide by 8 (or the square root of the dimension of the key vectors) and
apply Softmax



Calculating Self-Attention
Step 4: Multiply each value vector by the softmax score, then sum the vectors.
Irrelevant words with low softmax scores will not contribute much to the sum



Self-Attention with Multiple inputs
We can write multiple dot-products as a matrix multiplication



Self-Attention in one equation



Multi-head Attention
Motivation: want multiple Query/Key/Value combinations



Multi-head Attention
Motivation: want multiple Query/Key/Value combinations



Multi-head Attention

but the feed-forward layer only takes a single matrix. How do we combine these
into a single matrix?



Combining matrices



Summary of Multi-head Self-Attention



Revisit the Visualization



Positional Encoding

Issue: The model does not know the order of words

Solution: Add different vectors to the sequence of vectors (positional encoding)



Positional Encoding

Issue: The model does not know the order of words
Solution: Add different vectors to the sequence of vectors (positional encoding)



Positional Encodings of first 10 words
If each word is a 64-dim vector. Below are positional encodings of first 10 words



Missing details in the encoder
After Self-Attention and Feed-forward, apply Residual Connection and Layer
normalization



Review: Batch normalization



Layer normalization



Inside the Encoder



The Decoder: Cross-Attention



Decoder’s outputs



Transformer-based Language
Models



GPT3
96 stacks of Transformer Decoder





BERT



Fine-tuning BERT
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